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Monitoring and assessing regional expansion opportunities in attractive
markets is one of the three pillars of PKN ORLEN’s strategy
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Strategic objectives

Transaction rationale
z

Consistent with
PKN ORLEN core
strategy

Consistent with PKN ORLEN’s paramount objective of shareholder value
maximisation

z

Pure play refining business with a leading domestic position

z

Large and rapidly developing market, converging to EU levels

z

Benefits from sweet/sour differential

z

Represents a key step in positioning PKN ORLEN as a regional champion

z

Tupras represents an attractive asset with significant upside potential

z

Opportunity to leverage core PKN ORLEN expertise in improving Tupras
performance
¾
¾

Significant value
creation opportunity

¾

z

z

z

Best practice refinery management
Investment programme to increase complexity similar to PKN ORLEN mid1990s experience
PKN ORLEN experience in managing transition from public to privately
controlled company

The Zorlu Group brings significant knowledge of the local market and operating
expertise in managing industrial assets in Turkey
Partnership approach reduces financial requirement, particularly with intention
to utilise significant financing at the JV level (off-balance sheet for PKN ORLEN)
Platform for exploring other value creation opportunities in the region
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PKN ORLEN has taken a rigorous approach in its
participation in the Tupras privatisation process

z

z
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PKN ORLEN has analysed the opportunity in significant detail, having performed a full due
diligence programme regarding Tupras
¾

Meetings with Tupras management

¾

Detailed analysis of operating, financial, legal and environmental data

¾

Visits to selected facilities

Engaged a full team of advisors – leaders in each of their fields
¾

JPMorgan - Financial advisor

¾

McKinsey – Strategic consultants

¾

Purvin & Gertz – Technical consultants

¾

Environmental Resource Management – Environmental consultants

¾

Allen & Overy and Paksoy – Legal (international and Turkish focus respectively)

¾

Grant Thornton – Accounting and IT

z

Management resources have been identified in Poland and the Czech Republic to support
implementation of the business plan

z

The Zorlu Group selected as the best partner after meeting with a broad range of local parties
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Tupras and Turkey clearly meet the key criteria set for evaluating
regional expansion opportunities in the announced strategy

Key criteria
z

Focus on markets with high growth
potential

Tupras / Turkey fit

;
;

z

Focus on opportunities with potential to
create shareholder value

;
;

z

Target opportunities consistent with
core PKN ORLEN focus

;
;

Turkey is amongst fastest growing
markets in emerging Europe
Convergence story with potential EU
accession

Significant upside in Tupras through
improving performance
Additional development opportunities
available for Tupras

Downstream oil company, with
leverage to sweet-sour differential
Position as the leading player in the
domestic market
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The Turkish fuel market is highly attractive

Market overview

z

z

35

Car ownership and refined product
consumption per capita remain low, compared
to the EU country average
¾

70 cars per 1,000 people in Turkey

¾

360 cars per 1,000 people in EU (average)

Refined product consumption is expected to
continue to grow rapidly
¾

Sustained economic growth

¾

Continued expansion of the motorways

¾

Demand shift from gasoline to diesel

Convergence with EU standards for fuel quality
is a positive for Tupras
¾

¾

Investment underway to produce lowersulphur fuels
Ongoing effort by the government to reduce
black market product sales

30

2005 oil products consumption (mmt)

z

CEE fuel markets comparison

Turkey

25

20

Greece

Poland

15
Austria
Romania

10

Czech

Hungary

5
Bulgaria

Slovakia
Lithuania

0
0.0%

0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

2.5%

Oil products consumption grow th 2005—2015
Source: Purvin & Gurtz
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Tupras is the leading downstream oil company in Turkey

Regional footprint

Turkish wholesale market (2004)

Izmit refinery

Korfez petrochemicals

Kirikkale refinery

Capacity:

Capacity: 150,000t

Capacity:

11.5mmt

Complexity¹: 6.2

Complexity¹: 5.4

White products²: 64%

White products²: 64%

Istanbul

Tupras domestic production

3%

Korfez

Kirikkale

66%

BTC pipeline

Ankara

Total = 29.6mmt
Batman

Mersin
Ceyhan
Izmir refinery

Batman refinery

Capacity:

Capacity:

10.0mmt

Other imports

31%

Izmit

Izmir

Tupras imports

5.0mmt

1.1mmt

Complexity¹: 6.4

Complexity¹: 1.9

White products²: 66%

White products²: 21%

Key 2004 financials
Revenues
$8,038 mm
EBITDA
710 mm
EBIT
539 mm

SWOT analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

Leading domestic position

Current inefficiency

Large / high growth market

No retail activities

Sweet / sour differential

Opportunities

Threats

Complexity upgrade programme

Increased competition following
import liberalisation

Significant efficiency improvements
Retail expansion
Crude supplies via BTC pipeline

Source: Tupras
¹ Nelson complexity
² White products as percentage of crude processed; white products as percentage of total products are 67% for Izmit, 71% for Izmir, 70% for
Kirikkale and 23% for Batman
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Tupras privatisation update

z

z

In conjunction with its consortium partner the Zorlu Group, PKN ORLEN today
submitted a bid for the Turkish State’s remaining 51% interest in Tupras
¾

PKN ORLEN and the Zorlu Group each have 50% share in the consortium

¾

The Zorlu Group is one of the largest industrial, financial and technology groups
in Turkey

Other key process considerations
¾

No ability to comment on bid price at this time

¾

Process timing is dependant on the Turkish Privatisation Administration, but is
expected to move rapidly forward in the coming weeks

¾

Partners intend to utilise significant financing available at the JV level to reduce
on-balance sheet financial requirements of the partners

¾

Acquisition of the government’s 51% stake in Tupras will not require a mandatory
tender for the remaining public shares – official notification by the Capital
Markets Board has been provided

¾

Financial impact to be discussed at a later stage
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Partnership with the Zorlu Group significantly strengthens
PKN ORLEN’s investment case

Partnership overview
z

z

z

JV company would be formed to acquire and
manage a 51% controlling stake in Tupras
¾

Reduces the financial commitment for PKN
ORLEN in the transaction

¾

Adds a partner with significant expertise in
Turkey with ability to share in management
responsibility / requirements

Each partner will have responsibility for issues
within their core areas of expertise

Zorlu Group highlights
z

¾

¾

Significant experience in management of
Turkish industrial assets

z

z

z

Local expertise and know-how for the
development of Tupras in the future
Winner of the previously cancelled
privatisation process

Amongst the largest and most industrially
sophisticated Turkish family enterprises
¾

The Zorlu Group
¾
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z

Controls more than 40 companies with
16,000 employees

Broad range of activities including finance,
textiles, electronics, consumer durables,
chemicals, energy and financial services
Vestel Electronics
¾

Leading electronics manufacturer in Europe

¾

Market cap ~$600mm

Deniz Bank
¾

Leading bank in Turkey

¾

Market cap ~$1,400mm

The Zorlu Group is controlled by the Zorlu
family
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Additional information on the Zorlu Group

z

z
z
z

Home textiles/ polyester yarn

z

z

z

11 textile plants, located
in Turkey, France, South
Africa, the USA, Iran and
Turkmenistan
Several manufacturing
subsidiaries abroad
Investments in home
textiles in both domestic
and overseas markets,
large-scale plants and
high quality products

Electronics, durables, IT

z

z

z

z

8 domestic companies
and 10 overseas
companies
Vestel’s share in
television market in
Europe above 25%
90% of Vestel’s
electronics production is
exported
Largest Turkish exporter
in 2002 and 2003

15 large-scale industrial concerns operating
internationally and 3 energy plants
Employment for 16,000 people
Turnover of US$ 4.0bn in 2004
Export volume of US$ 2.6bn in 2004

Financial services

z

z

z

z
z
z

Established as a stateowned bank in 1938
Acquired by Zorlu Group
in 1997
11th largest bank in
Turkey
Assets size of $6bn
200 branches
Employs approx. 5,000
people in Turkey

Energy

z

z

z

240 industrial clients in
Turkey
3 power plants with
installed power
generation capacity of
211 MW
3 new power plant
investments with the
target of increasing the
generation capacity to
387 MW
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Disclaimer
This strategy presentation (the “Presentation”) has been prepared by PKN ORLEN (the “Company”). Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be reproduced, redistributed or
passed on, directly or indirectly, to any person for any purpose. The distribution of this Presentation in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this
Presentation comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable laws.
It is not the purpose of this Presentation to provide, and you may not rely on this document as providing, a complete or comprehensive analysis of the Company’s financial or commercial
position or prospects. A detailed description of the business and financial condition of the Company is set forth in the current and periodic reports to which you are invited to refer. Copies
of the current and periodic reports may be obtained at the website of the Company.
This Presentation and the associated slides and discussion contain financial forecasts and other kinds of forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements may include, but are
not limited to, those regarding capital employed, capital expenditure, cash flows, costs, savings, debt, demand, depreciation, disposals, dividends, earnings, efficiency, gearing, growth,
improvements, investments, margins, performance, prices, productivity, profits, returns, sales, special and exceptional items, strategy, synergies, tax rates, trends, value, volumes, and the
effects of PKN ORLEN merger and acquisition activities.
Such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. These statements are based on management’s current expectations or beliefs and are subject to a number of
factors and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those described in the forward-looking statements. These risks, uncertainties, and other factors include, but
are not limited to developments in government regulations, foreign exchange rates, crude oil prices, crack spreads, political stability, economic growth, the completion of ongoing
transactions. Many of these factors are beyond the Company's ability to control or predict.
Given these and other uncertainties, you are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any of the forward-looking statements contained herein or otherwise. The Company does not
undertake, nor does it have, any obligation to provide updates and/or to release publicly any revisions to these forward-looking statements (which speak only as of the date hereof) to reflect
events or circumstances after the date hereof or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events, except as may be required under applicable securities laws.
No representation or warranty can be given with respect to the completeness or accuracy of the information in the Presentation. Neither the Company nor its shareholders, subsidiaries,
advisors or representatives of such persons shall have any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for whatever reason arising from any use of this Presentation or its contents or
otherwise arising in connection with this Presentation and nothing in this Presentation shall constitute an undertaking or representation made by the Company, its shareholders, subsidiaries,
advisors or representatives of such persons.
This Presentation has been prepared solely for information and discussion purposes and is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or instrument or to
participate in any trading strategy. This Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase or subscribe for any securities in any jurisdiction and no part of it shall form the
basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract, commitment or investment decision in relation thereto.
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Contact

For more information please contact our
IR Office:
phone:
fax:
e-mail:

Press Office:
+ 48 24 365 33 90
+ 48 24 365 56 88
ir@orlen.pl

www.orlen.pl

phone:

+ 48 22 695 34 57
+ 48 22 695 34 59
+ 48 24 365 56 13

fax:
e-mail:

+ 48 22 695 35 27
media@orlen.pl
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